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What is it? 
A thrilling team challenge of musical knowledge. 

If you have the know-how about neo-punk-rock, the 

data on dance or the particulars surrounding pop, 

Don’t Mind the Buzz! is the game show to test your 

musical minds! 

Bash those buzzers to ensure victory! 

How does it work? 
The group is divided into teams and given an 

assortment of electronic buzzers to answer the 

questions fired at them.  

Our suave-yet-sarcastic 1960’s style host will explain 

the format of the game show, keep score and 

introduce the different rounds. 

Your game show can consist of any number of 

rounds, and we can also concoct bespoke 

challenges. The typical rounds are: 

Album Covers 

Teams name the artist and album title from a range 

of album cover images. 

Lost for Words 

Part of a song with indistinct lyrics is played to each 

team. Teams do their best to decipher the words 

before they sing back their answers alongside the 

music. Failing to interpret the lyrics, they can simply 

invent something to fit the song! 

Name the Pop Star 

Wigs ahoy! Each team dresses as famous pop stars or 

groups while the rest of the teams try to guess their 

identity. 

 

 

Singing in the Club Style 

Our host will perform a song in the notorious ‘club 

style’. Can the teams make out which song he is 

singing? 

Never Mind the Instruments 

Without instruments or words, teams attempt a 

rendition of a particular song. The other teams  

have to guess what the song is – but depending  

on the mimers’ skills, that’s easier said than done! 

Quick Fire Round 

General music knowledge questions fired at  

teams, quickly… 

What’s My Line? 

Teams guess the next line of a selection of tunes, 

trying to get as many right answers as possible 

before the clock times out. 

After all the rounds have been completed, the host 

adds up the final scores and announces the winning 

team; crowned masters of musical knowledge! 

Who is it suitable for? 
• All age ranges, organisations and backgrounds  

• Colleagues, clients or families 

What are the benefits and outcomes? 

• Team based entertainment for a group of  

 any size 

• An exciting way for guests to meet and socialise 

• A lively finale for any conference or dinner 

Don’t Mind the Buzz! 


